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Centre for Mechanical Technology and Automation is a Research Unit created in 1996 composed 
by a team of researchers from the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the University of 
Aveiro and with the collaboration of highly recognized experts in their scientific fields. 
TEMA combines key expertise in six main areas: Applied Energy, Transportation Technology, 
Nanoengineering, Advanced Mechanical Engineering, Biomechanics and Simulation Software, 
with an ambitious strategic plan to leverage its competences, in terms of scientific productivity and 
its transfer to society. This is carried out supporting the region's economic potential priorities 
following a “Smart Specialization Strategy” totally aligned with the international agenda for 
Research and Innovation, especially on new competitive products based on traditional 
technologies and nanoengineering; computational and physical tools to enhance the quality of the 
final product/outcome, while minimizing costs by reducing the requirements of raw materials in 
terms of their scarcity and quantity; and new or optimized technologies that will increase the 
process effectiveness in terms of energy requirements and production schedules. 
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Mission
TEMA's mission is to achieve scientific and technological research excellence in the field of 
mechanical engineering, addressing the needs of Portuguese society and industries as well at both 
national and international levels.

Ambition
TEMA's experts are recognized researchers with both national and international relevance, and the 
ambition of conducting cutting-edge research with the reputation for excellence and impact, not only at 
the scientific stage but also supporting the current societal challenges. 

Impact
TEMA's intends to maximize its national and international impact in terms of scientific productivity and 
its transfer to society by tackling the relevant challenges of our time.
Strategic Scientific Plan
The organizational structure of TEMA supports its strategic plan and echoes the current research 
strengths and synergies with(in) distinct research groups. TEMA's portfolio of competences allows 
addressing complex and comprehensive problems from different (but complementary), realities, 
gathering both fundamental and applied perspectives. In order to pursuit it, the Strategic Scientific Plan 
is grounded in seven major goals:

> Development, dissemination and communication of excellent science;
> Improvement of research through grants and contracts, enhancing the range of income sources;
> To tackle critical societal challenges and issues by means of fundamental and applied research that 
requires cross inter- and multi-disciplinary cooperation;
> Continuous professional development with effective connection to society, at the national and 
international levels, as part of a strategy aiming to boost growth and competitiveness; 
> Feeding researchers with entrepreneurial capacity in order to contribute to the growth of the 
knowledge economy and societal issues' awareness;
> Alignment of TEMA's expertise areas with the European Research and Innovation agenda;
> To promote outreach activities that effectively commits the society in TEMA's research and goals.
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Research, fundamental and / or oriented to application, is responsible for the creation of knowledge in 
order to identify potential important results for the development of innovative solutions and 
dissemination. Research in TEMA is conducted by six groups: (1) Advanced Mechanical Engineering; 
(2) Applied Energy; (3) Biomechanics; (4) Nanoengineering; (5) Transport Technology, and (6) 
Simulation Software.

Innovation, Development and Technology Transfer is focused mainly in the field of Mechanical 
Engineering. The purpose of this vector is to provide the link between research and the business 
sector, and to promote the technology transfer from university to companies through the development 
of products and processes that foster competitiveness and customer enhancement, particularly in the 
areas of business: (1) New computational tools; (2) New materials; (3) New products; (4) New 
manufacturing technologies; (5) Prototypes and equipment; (6) Biomechanics; and (7) 
nanoengineering.

The Consulting, Training and Laboratory Services activities are a natural complement and outcome 
of the knowledge acquired by means of an alliance between research and development of solutions for 
companies, as well the laboratories that offer testing and adequate facilities to the existing training at 
TEMA. The intent of this vector is to address the needs and demands of the clients in several areas of 
expertise as: (1) Mechanical Trials; (2) Characterization of materials at micro and nano scales; (3) 
Automation; (4) Energy systems, energy efficiency and fluid mechanics; (5) Impacts of transportation 
systems, eco-routing and life cycle analysis; (6) optimization of manufacturing processes; (7) Mould 
Technology; and (8) Specialized and dedicated training.

Innovation, Technological 
Development & Transfer

Consulting, Training and 
Laboratory Services

Main activities 1. 

2. 

3. 

Research



AE 
Research Group
http://ae.web.ua.pt | ae-group@ua.pt

Applied Energy (AE) Research Group is grounded in an interdisciplinary nature in areas 
correlated with energy utilization and its activity includes fundamental and applied research and 
an effective link with Society by means of collaborations with the industrial sector.
In a demanding but truly relevant and urgent area as energy, one of the aims of the AE Research 
Group is to add scientific, technical and applied value into Society at all levels, addressing the 
current industrial and societal challenges. Its role is perceived by the topics embraced by AE: 

>  Heat transfer modelling and simulation
>  Experimental heat transfer
>  Energy utilization in industry and in buildings
>  Energy conservation
>  Nano fluids
>  Drying technology
>  Development of solid oxides for fuel cells
>  High-temperature electrochemistry
>  Solid state chemistry
>  Biofuels production and utilization
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Assembly of hybrid façade prototype for 
preliminary evaluation and real scale prototype

Compression testing of cork 
agglomerate

Final semi-industrial prototype for manufacturing 
cork stoppers

Production of microalgae in photo bioreactors

R&D effective members

Aliaksandr Shaula (PhD Materials Engineering)
António Sousa (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Duncan Fagg (PhD Chemistry)
Ekaterina Tsipris (PhD Materials Engineering)
Fernando Neto (PhD Mechanical Engineering – R&D Coordinator)
José Paulo Santos (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Nelson Martins (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Vítor Costa (PhD Mechanical Engineering)

Highlighting some of the recent projects, totally 
aligned with market needs, novel 
computational techniques are considered for 
the energy-related applications as solid oxide 
fuel cells, ceramic membranes, electrocatalytic 
reactors and sensors.

A semi-industrial prototype, capable of 
accelerating the curing process of cork 
stoppers manufactures from cork agglomerate 
by resorting to a combination of new 
techniques is an innovative approach to an 
emergent field of materials. 

The development of techniques for producing 
biodiesel from microalgae is an example of 
how natural resources can address the current 
challenges as wastewater to cultivate biomass.



GAME 
Research Group
http://game.web.ua.pt | game-group@ua.pt

GAME Research Group is a dynamic and truly committed Research Group towards the 
excellence in advanced mechanical engineering and fracture mechanics. With advanced 
computer hardware and software, it is possible to model material processing, product 
manufacturing, product performance in service, and failure. Material design is somewhat less 
analytical, but new modeling approaches are emerging for this purpose. Although the fine-tuning 
of product manufacturing and performance is empirical, modeling can be an efficient tool to guide 
and optimize design, to evaluate material attributes and to predict life span. Moreover, modeling 
can be used as a research tool for a more fundamental understanding of physical phenomena 
that can result in the development of improved or new products. On the other hand, the 
experiments are also a very important components since all the new models requires validation.
Being aware of the relevance of the aforementioned issues, the areas of expertise of GAME are:

> Plasticity, forming and fracture of metals
> Machining and tribology
> Product development
> Composite materials
> Manufacturing
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R&D effective members

António Pereira (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Carlos Relvas (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Francisco Queirós de Melo (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Fréderic Barlat (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Gabriela Vincze (PhD Mechanical Engineering – R&D Coordinator)
Jeong-Whan Yoon (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
João Paulo Davim (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Luís Abreu (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Marilena Butuc (PhD Mechanical Engineering)

Springback on DP steel, finding the origin 
and solutions

Simple shear device for AHSS

Besides expertise in scientific approach of 
research, see for instance fig.1, GAME holds 
an important role within industrial cooperation, 
including an applied approach as illustrated in 
the figures below, namely fig. 2, regarding 
machining of titanium, and fig.3, concerning a 
study of the origin of springback and respective  
solution in materials used in automotive and 
aerospace industry.

Kingsbury MHP 50 CNC lathe, coolubricator 
JRTM UNIST MQL system and detail of the 
MQL nozzle positioning 



GIBUA 
Research Group
http://gibua.web.ua.pt | gibua-group@ua.pt

GIBUA Research Group works in biomechanics pursuing the excellence by means of its experts. 
The main areas of knowledge are:  

> Computational Biomechanics
> Experimental Biomechanics
> Mechanobiology in Functional Tissue-Engineering
> Medical Devices 
> Product Development
> Customized implants and Medical Devices
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R&D effective members

Abel Nascimento (PhD Medical Doctor)
António Ramos (PhD Mechanical Engineering – R&D Coordinator)
António Completo (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
José Carlos Noronha (PhD Medical Doctor)
Fernando Manuel Fonseca (PhD Medical Doctor)
Marco Santos (PhD Mechanical Engineering)

Anatomic Numeric models

Considering, as the main purpose, to develop 
both computational and medical devices in 
orthopaedic and musculoskeletal 
biomechanics, mechanobiology in functional 
tissue-engineering and product development 
for clinical diagnosis, decision support and 
intervention.  Based on the group's essence, is 
the testing of these models and devices using 
data obtained from in vitro setups, from in vivo 
experiments, and data from patients, obtained 
in collaboration with academic and clinical 
partners. Its members are involved in a variety 
of multidisciplinary projects using engineering 
techniques to solve orthopaedic problems and 
develop new orthopaedic devices. Working 
closely with other R&D areas, the GIBUA 
Research Group assures the multidisciplinarity 
and resources optimization.
With a profound consciousness of the societal 
challenges, the excellence of R&D of the 
GIBUA Research Group includes the 
application of biomechanical principles to study 
mechanical behavior of musculoskeletal 
structures, including experimental and 
numerical stress-strain analysis at the tissue 
level, and exploring innovative solutions to 
orthopaedic problems as illustrated below.

To a deep contextualization of the Society's 
needs and demands, it's relevant to highlight 
the product developments, focused in building 
new solutions and products for different fields 
including biomedical devices too as illustrated 
in the images below 

Experimental models



GRIDS 
Research Group
http://grids.web.ua.pt | grids-group@ua.pt

The GRIDS Research Group of TEMA is a dynamic and entrepreneurial research group, pursuing 
the Excellence, guaranteed by experts from mechanical technology, metallurgic engineering and 
computational mechanics, aligned with the Society's needs and challenges. For that purpose, 
GRIDS Research Group offers a wide variety of research areas in engineering, dealing with 
computational modelling and simulation but also with experimental analysis, manufacturing 
technologies and, more recently, automation aspects applied to engineering systems, spread 
among six areas of knowledge:

> Cellular Materials, Armour & Protection System
> Fracture & Advanced Computational Techniques
> Mechanical Engineering Optimisation
> Moulds and Computational Fluids
> Plastic Forming
> Structural Dynamics
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R&D effective members

António Gil Andrade Campos (PhD Mechanical Engineering – R&D Coordinator)
Isabel Duarte (PhD Engineering Science)
João Dias de Oliveira (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Joaquim Alexandre Pinho da Cruz (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Jorge Ferreira (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Maria Alexandra Fonseca (PhD Physics Engineering)
Mónica Oliveira (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Robertt Valente (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Rui Moreira (PhD Mechanical Engineering)
Tatiana Zhiltsova (PhD Mechanical Engineering)

Metal foams for engineering applications

Development of numerical methods in engineering. 
Multiscale homogenization methods.

Non-linear optimization in Engineering. Examples 
of thermostructural topology optimization

Incremental sheet forming application

Considering the relevance of all 
aforementioned topics, prototypes based on 
aluminum alloy foams (sandwich systems, 
foam filled profiles and 3D-complex shaped 
structures) have been exhibited in several fairs 
and technological exhibitions represents an 
example of how GRIDS Research Group 
understands the industrial sector demands.

At GRIDS, particularly at the Division of Plastic 
Forming, numerical and experimental works 
are blended in order to optimize plastic forming 
processes and products. Rapid prototyping of 
sheet metal parts is also possible due to an 
innovative Incremental Forming Machine as 
illustrated.



NRG 
Research Group
http://nrg.web.ua.pt | nrg-group@ua.pt

The high productivity of the Nanoengineering Research Group (NRG) highlights the increasing 
recognition of nanoengineering as a key development in mechanical engineering that offers wide-
ranging industrial and social impacts, with an exponential growth predicted in the next few 
decades. NRG combines an interdisciplinary team with ambitious goals offering advanced 
technology- and product-oriented research. The aim is to extend the frontiers of knowledge in 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology by the development and transformation of associated 
technologies, through research and innovation, human capital development and collaborative 
work, for the discovery of new knowledge-based products that provide added value and 
prosperity. Multidisciplinary capabilities enable the NRG to invent, design and utilize a large array 
of new materials and new devices in innovative applications that have not been previously 
possible. Collaborations with stakeholders pursuing societal needs and demands are actively 
assumed, as emphasized by many wide-ranging recent NRG patents. Technology transfer is of 
equal, high importance and is promoted by the involvement of NRG faculty members in the 
Mechanical Engineering and Nanoscience & Nanotechnology Doctoral Programs. In the pursuit of 
excellence in Nanoengineering, the NRG offers the following areas to the community: 

> Nanomedicine
> Energy
> Nano-Electronics
> Nano-Electromechanics
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Illustration of the GO-Col scaffold and dynamic 
cell culture process

The image below illustrates HRTEM, proving 
the in-situ formation of MgxNbyOx+y rocksalt 
(RS) nanocrystalline catalyst on the surface of 
the hydrogen storage material MgH2 due to 
chemical interaction between MgH2 and 
Nb2O5 additive.  The RS catalyst significantly 
promotes the hydrogen storage performance 
(metal – gas surface reaction) of the system.

Highlighting the study of graphene oxide 
collagen (GO-Col) as potential scaffolds for 
tissue regeneration under dynamic cell culture 
medium, the images show a photograph of a 
GO–Col scaffold and the respective SEM 
image showing a microporous network, 
micrographs showing Schwann cells seeded 
on GO–Col scaffolds after 24 h in culture and 
photographic details of the bioreactor cell 
culture where the scaffolds are under dynamic 
compression cycles during the cell culture.

High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy 
image
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The Transportation Technology (TT) Research Group of TEMA is focused in excellence research 
and its application aligned with the society needs and demands and the European and National 
priorities related to the transportation system, namely pollutant emissions, road safety, traffic 
congestion and integration towards an optimized transportation network serving the community.
The TT Research Group, grounded in experts in this area of knowledge, is totally open to the 
sector and civil society by means of applications and projects in collaboration to pursuit current 
societal challenges as traffic congestion, fuel consumption, emissions and road safety..
The research developed in this group has the final objective to contribute for a safe, sustainable 
and integrated transportation system, through multi-criteria analysis of the integration of the 
transportation impacts. TT-TEMA is committed to conduct and disseminate research that impacts 
the transportation community, serving as a catalyst for problem solving in this domain, to provide 
superior technical assistance as well as to cultivate researchers and graduate students dedicated 
to excellence in this field. These priorities are the basis for the work in TT Research Group R&D 
main areas:

> Impacts of transportation systems
> Intelligent transportation systems
> Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) of alternative energy vectors for road vehicles
> Active transportation modes (cycling and walking)
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Traffic modelling: representation of bicycle lanes

Traffic modelling: impact of innovative roundabout 
layouts as turbo-roundabouts

Traffic Traffic modelling: impact of crosswalk 
locations on traffic performance and emissions, 
and pedestrian safety

Eco-routing: Emissions hotspots along different 
routes
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